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4. GERVASONI I JEKO

Among the 12 collections of the new Gervasoni Out-
door line, the Jeko collection is a new entry composed of
seats, sofas - also with a canopy - large and small tables,
with structure in ECOTeak.'Ihe exotic charm is accen-
tuated by the materiaL• the teak comes from controlled
and authorized demolition of traditional wooden houses
on the island ofJava. Design Paola Navonc.

5. LISTONE GIORDANO I PERIGAL

From the collaboration between the company and
Paola Lenti, a brand of reference for outdoor furnish-
ings, new variations of the Perigal collection in bright
aqua, graphite, oil and teal tones, to create surfaces with
bmshstrokes of surprising color. Based on a 19th-cen-
tury mathematical theorem, Perigal is composed of
geometric modules that can now also be mounted on
the wall, like paneling, as well as on the floor.

6. MUTAFORMA I ANTHEMION

Anthemion is the first collection created by floral
designer Dylan Tripp for Mutaforma, a project that
pays homage to the aristocratic charm of the plani-
metric vision of flowers, transforming their beauty on
micro mosaic surfaces (made up of small-size tiles -
the TILLA® glass shingles) thanks to the company's
know-how and technologies.

7. AGAPE I IN-OUT

A new solution in marble, for the bathtub series
of the In-Out program (design Benedini Associati).
The model in green Alpi marble stands out, but the
item is also available in white Carrara, black Marquina
and Emperador Dark.lhe steel sections combine
multiple units in single products of remarkable
sizx and play a decorative role as well.

8. ANDREU WORLD I DADO CURVE

Dado Curve is the result of in-depth evolution
of a sofa series designed by Alfredo Häherli.
With versatile modular design, thanks to new items
that expand compositional options - curves, corners,
poufs - Dado becomes a complete system for
insertion in private or collective spaces, offering
enjoyable moments of relaxation.
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TREND

BE RIGHT THERE
Spotlight on the great technological and scientific dis-
coveries that will revolutionize (it's already happening)
the conquest of space, with the support of big inter-
national tycoons, from Elon Musk to Jeff Bezos and
Richard Branson. This Story narrates the innate desire
of human beings to go beyond familiar limits, especially
those of space and speed; a desire we are seeing fulfilled
thanks to the futuristic thinking of great visionaries,
reflected in intense, energetic tones of blue, suggesting
abstraction and imagination. In this palette orange is a
'vibrant' shade, along with dark blue and anthracite gray,
as well as a synthetic green and a silvery lilac hue.

1. PAOLA LENTI I TELAR

From the Aqua Collection, the Telar series has been
designed by Lina Obregón. Composed of a chair with
or without armrests, a chaise longue and a pouf, it stands
out for its light structure in glossy coated stainless steel,
covered by hand with woven elastic belting, in different
sizes, using Rope, an exdusive material developed and
produced by Paola Lenti for outdoor furnishings.

2. CC-TAPIS I SUPER FAKE HOT

A perfect representative of the Story, Super Fake Hot
is the new color-combination created by Bethan Laura
Wood for her already well-known collection Super
Fake. A new color palette of warm and vibrant tones
for the Super Rock and Super Round rugs, which were
originally launched in June 2019.

3. GEBRÜDER THONET VIENNA I NYNY

With a totemic spirit, NYNY relies on the asymmetri-
cal stacking of geometric volumes with different fpne-
tions (drawers, compartments with doors, desk) made
in wood and Vienna straw, that are suspended thanks
to the support of the wall-mounted metal structure.
This multifaceted design by storagemilano, with its
versatile personality, expresses an interdependence of
design, architecture and art, also declared in the name
NYNY, as in New York, New York.

4. IRIS CERAMICA WITH DIESEL LIVING
CEMENT MEXICAN

Cement Mexican combines the purity and solidity of
cement with the chromatic power of the Mexican
landscape. The color of tierras calientes, the sun,
brightly decorated houses, the thousand hues of the
ocean and the green of the olive trees: every shade is
amplified, full, lived-in. A world that comes inside and
colors space, adding personality and life.
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